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What is
PharmacyForum?

”An excellent format; real interactions between 
buyers and suppliers flourish. A genuinely         
efficient way to meet business partners.” 

 Director, Healthwise Pharmacies Ireland

PharmacyForum is an innovative two-day networking 
event that connects the best independent and corporate  
pharmacy groups with suppliers that can partner your 
business growth, through a series of one-to-one speed 
meetings and powerful networking opportunities.
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22-23 April, Hotel Eurostars Sitges, Spain
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� Hand-picked attendees: our invite-only approach ensures you are 
amongst a select group of senior industry leaders.

� Meet the relevant suppliers: you tell us your priorities and we’ll 
focus our research connecting you to the right solution providers.

� A curated program: focused on improving operational efficiencies, 
all conference content provides great value.

� Informal networking agenda: unique locations and a luxury hotel 
help you do business in a relaxed but focused environment.

� Build lasting connections: quality time and peer-to-peer sessions 
help cement existing connections, and forge new ones.

� Your place is free! One complimentary place is offered per         
pharmacy group, inclusive of 2 nights’ accommodation, all dining 
and networking.

What makes  
PharmacyForum 
unique?

“The networking was excellent and we shared some 
fantastic ideas across groups.”
Superintendent Pharmacist, MW Phillips Chemists 



How it works
� Sign up and be amongst the top pharmacy 

groups attending.

� Build your profile, with attending delegates, a 
logo and a short company description on your 
portal.

� 2 weeks before the event let us know which   
suppliers you’d like to meet with.

� Using our bespoke matching software, your 
preferences will then be matched with those of 
the suppliers.

� 1 week before the event you will receive your 
tailored agenda of one-to-one meetings,           
meaning you know exactly who you’ll be meeting 
and at exactly what time.

� 2 days before the event, you will be invited to 
download the PharmacyForum app so you can 
get ahead of the networking before you arrive.

� You will host your meetings at tables and the 
suppliers move from meeting to meeting every 
15 minutes (think speed-dating!)

“Engaging with colleagues, suppliers and manufacturers 
in a relaxed yet professional way make this one of the best                
networking events I have attended.”
Director of Pharmacy, National Pharmacy Association



If you would like to discuss the finer details, please get 
in touch with christopher@openroomevents.com
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“Time is a precious commodity, but the PharmacyForum team 
have compressed an enormous amount of worthwhile content 
and connections into a very short time.”
Managing Director, Right Medicine Pharmacy
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